About Phiplastic
We develop software for the electronics industry and other fields related with:
•
•

the comparison of images
accurate measurements

In particular, we produce systems for visual inspection of printed circuit boards at any stage of
production.

Our systems are compatible with flatbed scanners, digital cameras and specialized equipment. We
work in this area more that 15 years.
Read more: Phiplastic application areas.

Our history
Our team began development of machine vision systems in the late 1990s in one of the institutions
of the RAS. Aplite inspection system is our first product. It works with flatbed scanners, and allows
overlaying images of PCB with vectorial standard and revealing small differences in these images.
Aplite's algorithms served as a basis for scientific publications, but real industrial applications
required a brand-new system with better algorithms.
In 2006 our team has become a commercial company, and in 2008 a new system called Phiplastic
was released. Unlike its predecessor, the Phiplastic system is based on computational geometry
algorithms, specially designed by our specialist for machine vision applications. Phiplastic software
has the highest performance, reliability and accuracy that allow using it in complex industrial
conditions.
Our software is evolving rapidly, but in terms of equipment, we are more conservative. Before 2010
all our products were based on flatbed scanners. In 2010 we've added the ability to work with
digital cameras and provided integration with some PCB inspection machines, such as AOI Systems
products. Nevertheless, we continue to specialize in software that allows saying with confidence:
Phiplastic is the cheapest automated optical inspection system in the market.
See also: the applications of Phiplastic systems.

The Applications
Historically, the main range of use for Phiplastic software was quality inspection of printed circuit
boards. However, in recent years there has been interest in our products from totally different
application areas.

Production of PCB

Assembly of PCB

Production of microelectronics

Optical measurements

Other applications
See also: Phiplastic products.

Production of PCB
For PCB makers we offer optical inspection systems, systems for vectoring and optical
measurements systems. Our products allow to detect defects in PCB, restore the drawings by the
finished board, as well as to perform precise optical measurements of object size and position.
Our solutions for PCB makers can be used at any stage of the production process - from
photomasks to finished products. Extreme flexibility allows the same software to be used as several
specialized systems.
Solutions price depends on the required automation degree:
•
•

entry-level configurations (based on Gold) require more human intervention;
advanced configurations (based on Inspection) provide better performance and inspection
reliability.

Typical Phiplastic inspection system for PCB production is a computer and a flatbed scanner. It is
also possible to use specialized equipment to obtain images. The software reads the billet image,
performs its pre-processing, matches with the standard and displays defects for comfortable
navigation. Examples of defects:

Wire width tolerance violation

Wire break
Main features of Phiplastic systems:
•
•
•
•

does not require expensive equipment, eliminates large-scale investments with non-obvious
result;
system can be adjusted to any contrast colors of materials;
standard image is imported from a CAD/CAM-system, or generated from a scanned image
of the finished product (the "golden" board);
inspection tolerances can be specified in many ways.

Inspection results can be saved in the following forms:

1. simplified report, suitable for printing, includes a list of defects with coordinates and
images;
2. complete electronic report viewable on other computers by our free Pictor software;
3. XML-file that can be used in higher-level automation and statistical process control systems.
The list of detected defects depends on the configuration (Gold or Inspection).
User interface is ergonomic and optimized to perform inspection operations in a large volume.
System setup is quick and does not require any deep knowledge. High-quality documentation is
provided, which has a minimal sufficient, so that the initial study takes 2-3 days. We also offer
education courses which takes the same time.

The main stages, where Phiplastic systems are used:

Photomask inspection

Inspection of intermediate PCB stages

Finished PCB inspection

PCB vectoring
See also: other applications of Phiplastic system.

Photomask Inspection
Phiplastic systems automate optical inspection of wiring and identify not only differences between
a photomask and a standard, but also tolerance violations in the standard itself (design rule check,
DRC). Verification of topology is fully automated; detected defects are displayed to user for a final
decision.
Typically high demands on precision take place in photomask inspection. Phiplastic can use the
highest resolution of modern flatbed scanners (which is about 5 microns per pixel) and allows to
work with very large images. Moreover, inspection can be spitted in parts (overlapping) without
prejudice to the completeness and accuracy. It is useful when photomask cannot be scanned as a
whole, or image size is too large for workstation and operating system being used.

Space tolerance violation

Wrong size of the pad
Flatbed scanner, as well as any other equipment, has errors. For photomask inspection this means
that geometry of images may differ from geometry of scanned items. Phiplastic provides a
geometric calibration that ensures the accuracy of measured dimensions and distances, as well as a
reliable detection of film stretching defects.
For photomask inspection it's recommended to use Inspection solution, but with strict financial
limits Gold can be used. This choice influences on the list of automatically detected defects, and
ultimately determines performance of the system and the human factor.
See also: other stages in the PCB production, where Phiplastic systems are used.

Inspection at Intermediate PCB Stages
Early detection of defects increases the efficiency of PCB production and reduces overhead costs.
For many of the intermediate PCB stages optical inspection is a major, or even the only possible
method of quality improvement. Phiplastic systems work at the following stages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

drilling of metallized holes;
development of photoresist;
etching;
cleaning;
applying of different coatings;
other color-contrasting stages.

Exceptional flexibility of the color setup is provided by the Color component and allows using
Phiplastic systems at virtually any stage of the PCB process. The only necessary condition metallization and substrate must differ in color. Some combinations of materials do not provide the
required color contrast. In such cases it is possible to use specialized devices, or to scan items in
transmissive lighting. Non-continuous metallization of the reverse side is usually not a problem and
can be filtered out during pre-processing without sacrificing quality. Color solution includes special
algorithms to perform this operation.
In typical cases color setup is performed for each batch. Thanks to convenient and intuitive
interface, it takes less than a minute.

Unacceptably small width of the wire

Unacceptably large width of the wire
For detection of PCB wiring defects Inspection and/or Gold solutions are used. Comparison with
standard can identify all visible errors.
See also: other stages in the PCB production, where Phiplastic systems are used.

Finished PCB Inspection
Defects on PCB can yield substantial losses to all electronics manufacturing companies. Use of
optical inspection systems for testing finished PCB reduces losses and improves quality of the final
product. Phiplastic systems automate defect detection on PCB and do not require significant
investments.
Finished PCB is usually covered with a protective mask. Depending on the optical characteristics of
the finishes, the inner layers and the silk layer, the best mode of verification can be inspection in
reflective or transmissive light. These parameters also determine the optimal method for images
comparison. Phiplastic can use the following methods:
•
•
•

full inspection of wires and holes (Inspection);
comparison of black and white images of wires and holes (Gold);
comparison of color PCB images (Match).

Comparison standard can be created by:
•
•
•

vector data from a CAD/CAM-system;
a photomask;
a PCB.

Puncture of the wire

Break of the wire
Inspection of finished products often requires maximum flexibility of settings, so it is recommended
to equip it with combination of Inspection, Gold, Match and Color.
See also: other stages in the PCB production, where Phiplastic systems are used.

PCB Vectoring
In order to make changes in wiring, or simply make a PCB copy, there's no need to have its
electronic drawings. Phiplastic system allows converting of PCB image into a vectorial format
suitable for importing into CAD/CAM-systems. There are two methods to restore the drawings of
the PCB:
•
•

automated approximation by polygons (Gold);
automated approximation by lines, pads and other graphics primitives (Vector).

Polygons vectoring

Lines and pads vectoring
The first method is cheaper and almost fully automated, but the polygons are not always enough.
The second method provides a complete vectorial picture of the PCB with adequate graphics
primitives. The disadvantage of the second method is the higher time costs to make transformation.
Nevertheless, Vector simplifies this process by the following possibilities:
•
•
•
•

the initial vectoring is performed automatically, the user is only to correct the results;
manual work is inversely proportional to image quality, particularly if there are photomasks,
then manual operations are minimized;
automated process of finding differences in the vector model and the original image
(Inspection and Gold);
the following operations are automated:
• selection of the optimal size and position of graphic primitives;
• selection of minimally adequate set of apertures;
• elimination of the board tilt;
• use of grids;
• centering of graphics primitives;
• overlapping of layers (the number of layers is unlimited);

•
•
•

all edit operations are performed on the background of a real PCB image;
vectoring can be applied to PCB at any color-contrast stage (Color solution);
the user is provided with powerful and ergonomic tools that are optimized for common
vectoring tasks;

Sometimes PCB vectoring is done for some specific improvement. In such cases it is possible to use
mixed vectoring: the bulk of the topology is quickly and automatically converted to polygons, and
areas requiring improvement are vectorized in completely. Then the project is edited in a specialized
CAM-system, either directly in Phiplastic, and the board is released to production. PCB
improvement directly in Phiplastic is better in many practical cases, because powerful built-in editor
is comparable to the known CAM-systems.
Regardless of the vectoring method, the most important quality criterion is the accuracy of the
vectorial image. The same geometric calibration, which is used in Phiplastic inspection systems,
allows improving accuracy and eliminating systematic scanner errors. As a result, the image
accuracy is comparable to the pixel size in the scanner resolution.
Inspection and Gold solutions automate comparison of vectoring result with the original image that
minimizes the human factor.
See also: other stages in the PCB production, where Phiplastic systems are used.

PCB Assembly
To improve production quality PCB assembly units are equipped with optical inspection systems
(AOI). Phiplastic automates detection of SMT and THT component placement errors, as well as
defects of solder paste. Differences between images of the inspected product and the standard are
presented to the user. In components placement inspection the image of "golden board" is used as
the standard. In solder paste inspection standard image is usually imported from a CAD/CAMsystem.
Phiplastic inspection system for PCB assembly is a computer and an image input device. Depending
on the type of inspected products, as well as the required accuracy and performance, the best source
of images can be digital camera, flatbed scanner, or specialized input device. Selection of the
optimal inspection method also depends on the task.
In addition to the defects of bare boards that can be detected in the initial stages of assembly with
Inspection and Gold, Phiplastic Match allows to detect defects of the following types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

missing part;
wrong part;
reversed polarity;
part shift;
part alignment;
chip tombstoning;
extra object.

Missing part

Wrong part
Also can be detected when visible:
•
•
•
•
•

insufficient solder;
excessive solder;
solder bridges;
solder balls;
lifted leads.

It is possible to inspect the entire surface of the board, or just selected areas. This is useful if the
board does not fit in the field of view entirely, or is required to inspect critical fragments in a higher
resolution, or at a different angle.

The main stages where Phiplastic systems work:

Incoming inspection of PCB

Solder paste

Surface mount technology (SMT)

Through holes technology (THT)

X-ray PCB images

PCB repair

PCB vectoring
See also: other applications of Phiplastic systems.

Incoming Inspection of PCB
The absence of defects in PCB is a prerequisite for the assembly of high-quality electronics.
Optical inspection of incoming boards ensures consistent PCB quality and minimizes losses,
especially when expensive components are used.
Phiplastic can solve the incoming inspection task in one of two ways:
•
•

using of inspection system for bare boards (Inspection, Gold, Color);
using of inspecting system for boards with elements (Match).

Comparison of board with black and white standard

Comparison of board with another board
The right choice depends on the required accuracy, performance, cost and flexibility of the system.
The first option is for maximum accuracy. The second option is faster and cheaper. Match flexibility
is higher, because the same unit can be used at any stage of assembly process, and bare boards
inspection system can be used only at incoming inspection and solder paste. But the most effective
(and low-priced) pack is a combination of Match, Gold and Color.
See also: other stages of PCB assembly, which use Phiplastic systems.

Solder Paste
Solder paste printing is an important step of surface mount technology (SMT). The final result of
the assembly greatly depends on the quality of this operation. For optical inspection of solder
paste Phiplastic system can use one of two methods:
•
•

comparison of board with paste, standard board without paste and vectorial paste standard
(Match + Gold or Match + Inspection);
direct comparison of board with paste and standard board with paste (Match).

We recommend using the first method, because it provides greater accuracy and ergonomics, and
does not require a standard board with paste, i.e. can be used for initial setup of paste printer. In the
first method use of Color is recommended for improving image quality of solder paste.
Digital camera or specialized device can be used to obtain images on this stage.

Board without paste

Board with paste
Thanks to Phiplastic built-in geometric calibration the paste image exactly coincides with the
vectorial paste standard, imported from a CAD/CAM-system. The shortage and excess of the paste
are clearly visible in the superposing layer. In addition, Phiplastic automates the search for
differences.

Difference layer

Superposing layer
There are no violations of the tolerances at the fragment above. But here is defect found by
Phiplastic system on this board:

Paste defect in the superposing layer

Paste defect in the object layer
See also: other stages of PCB assembly, which use Phiplastic systems.

Surface Mount Technology
The surface mount optical inspection system is an important element of the assembly process,
aiming for a stable high quality product. Placement defects of SMT components can occur both
before reflow and after it. Phiplastic automates detection of both placement errors and defects of
reflow. An important advantage of Phiplastic system is a low cost.
Images of the boards with the elements are obtained with digital cameras, and specialized devices.
Phiplastic inspects components by comparison of color images (Match). A color PCB image is an
inspected object. Model - is a color image of defect-free board, prepared earlier.

Object

Model
The object and the model are automatically coincided, and then even simple switching of layers
makes many defects visible. In addition to original images, the system generates special layers to
facilitate the visual and automated analysis of differences.

Switching between object and model

Difference layer
Phiplastic Gold automatically makes a list of differences and sorts them by size. Working with
differences list is based on the same principles as the navigation of defects list in the bare board
inspection system. High ergonomic user interface allows inspecting large PCB volumes.

Defect 1

Defect 2
Low cost, simple setup and intuitive principles make the Match + Gold combination an ideal
solution for entry-level inspection system for SMT components placement.
See also: other stages of PCB assembly, which use Phiplastic systems.

Through Holes Technology
At this stage Phiplastic operates on a comparison of color images, i.e. standard is a finished PCB.
Unlike SM technology, TH technology is less stable in components position. However, due to
special algorithms and well-designed interfaces Phiplastic Match may greatly simplify the
inspectors work.

Object

Model
Initially, the difference of object and model is not evident. But after they are overlapped, it is easy to
notice the defect, even when simply switching layers.

Switching between object and model
Phiplastic Match provides the user with special layers that facilitate the analysis of the differences
between the inspected images.

Difference layer

Conflicts layer
Phiplastic Gold adds another level of automation: instead of viewing images the user deals with the
list of differences which are filled in automatically. Browsing of the difference list, from large ones
to small ones, is built on the same principles as navigation in defects list of the bare board
inspection system. Highly ergonomic user interface allows inspecting large PCB volumes.
Due to its low cost, easy setup and intuitive operation principles, the Match + Gold combination is
an ideal solution for entry-level THT-components inspection.
See also: other stages of PCB assembly, which use Phiplastic systems.

X-ray images inspection
X-ray inspection allows detecting of PCB defects beyond the reach of optical methods in visible
light. There are no flickers and shadows of side illumination in x-ray images, so comparison is more
robust: most defects are perceptible and false alarms are seldom.
Phiplastic can work with any x-ray vision machine that exports images in common formats, for
example Yxlon MU-21. Flexibility and low price allows using Phiplastic as an advanced
roentgenogram comparison tool with automated defects detection. Phiplastic's universal optical
calibration enables precise measurements in x-ray images.
Roentgenograms inspection works in color images comparison mode (Match solution). Object and
model are the compared images.

Object

Model
Alignment of object and model images is automated. Switching between the aligned images makes
large defects evident. In difference layer both images are visible and defects are emphasized.

Switching between object and model

Difference layer
Phiplastic Gold automates the inspection further. It generates a list of differences and allows to view
them one by one starting from the largest. For the operator it remains only to decide whether the
differences are acceptable or not. Image comparison algorithms automatically eliminate small shifts
of components, so laborious work and human factor are minimized.

Detected defects
Universality and accessibility of Match + Gold set makes it an excellent supplement to an x-ray
vision machine, broadens it's range of applications, improves products quality and productivity.
See also: other stages of PCB assembly, which use Phiplastic systems.

PCB Repair
When repairing PCB with components Phiplastic allows comparing a problem board with a good
one and easily identifying damaged components. Clearly visible defects are:
•
•
•
•

broken housing;
corrosion;
effects of local overheating;
defects in SMT and THT component placement, missed during production.

Phiplastic is particularly advantageous in repairing with limited product range, because it is easier
to provide the necessary set of standards.

Object

Model
Phiplastic Match automatically coincides the object and the model, so that their differences are
easily noticeable.

Switching between object and model
Difference and conflicts layers allow seeing the mismatches without eyestrain.

Difference layer

Conflicts layer
Phiplastic Gold further automates the search for differences, introducing them as a list sorted by
size.

The automatically found mismatch
Easy to learn, low hardware requirements and price range from free to low makes Phiplastic
indispensable to any PCB repair facility.
See also: other stages of PCB assembly, which use Phiplastic systems.

Production of Microelectronics
In microelectronics production Phiplastic is used with flatbed scanners, mostly in the transmissive
light. Any objects that are large enough and have a color contrast may be inspected. Modern flatbed
scanners give the image with pixel size of about 5 microns that allows successfully applying them
in this field. Phiplastic geometric calibration guarantees the exact match with a standard and the
accuracy of measurements.
Examples of Phiplastic applications in the microelectronics production:

Inspection of LTCC materials

Microscope images analysis

Inspection of IC Intermediate photomasks
See also: other applications of Phiplastic systems.

Inspection of LTCC materials
Phiplastic software significantly reduces the cost of optical inspection system required at any
production line. Within the low-temperature co-fired ceramics (LTCC) technology Phiplastic is
used for inspecting of all stages: photomasks, stencils, ceramic sheets with holes and topology and
finished products.

Stencil defect

Defective holes: missing and damaged
•
•

Calibration of the system for the user scanner provides objective assessment of the layers
geometry for compliance with the standard and overlapping with each other.
High resolution of modern scanners allows making accurate measurements of size and
distance.

LTCC materials before firing are very flexible, which can lead to geometry distortion at certain
stages, such as punching holes. Superimposing of LTCC image and vectorial standard makes it
possible to visually estimate geometry precision of the sheet. And automated measurements allow
determining the real accuracy of production.

Vectorial standard over topology layer

Superposing layer, measurement of the clearance
The following LTCC materials can be inspected with Phiplastic:
•
•
•
•

raw layers with holes and topology (before firing);
wire mesh stencils;
photomasks;
finished boards.

Line width and clearance defects on a finished board

The same at the superposing layer
Phiplastic allows comparing of LTCC materials with vectorial standard and with each other in any
combinations:
•
•
•
•
•

Overlapping of layers with a standard provides overall geometry verification and estimation
of elements displacement.
Automated topology inspection, matching with a standard using adjustable tolerances.
Automated holes inspection.
Alignment of layers by image or by reference points, estimation of materials stretching.
Integrated support for shrinkage factor.

Gold and Color constitute a minimum inspection system for LTCC. Match provides direct
comparison of color layers with each other eliminating a vectorial standard. Inspection ultimately

automates the verification process, improving performance and reliability.
See also: other examples of Phiplastic application in the microelectronics production.

Microscope images analysis
Digital photos taken with a microscope can be compared and objects on them can be measured. To
obtain the following images we have used Huvitz HSZ-700 trinocular microscope and Lusis HC30MU digital camera (3 Mp CMOS sensor). White LED illuminator built into the tabletop
microscope tripod allows to use a combination of reflected and transmitted light.

Object

Model
Phiplastic Match automatically compensates shift and rotation. Overlaying of images makes
differences evident. Phiplastic Gold generates the differences list.

Difference

Detected mismatches
Geometric calibration provides high measurements precision. Phiplastic Color allows taking
hundreds of measurements in a couple of clicks.

Automated width measurement
See also: other examples of Phiplastic application in the microelectronics production.

Inspection of IC Intermediate Photomasks
In photolithography process Phiplastic can be used to inspect standards for projection printing on
silicon at different scales.
•
•

High resolution of modern scanners allows obtaining topology images in acceptable quality.
Phiplastic geometric calibration for the user scanner provides a highly accurate alignment of
the scanned photomask and vectorial standard imported from a CAD/CAM-system.

Compliance of the standard topology with the actual one can be clearly seen in the superposing
layer. The figure below shows the process of automated measurements of the space width.
Averaging of hundreds of elementary measurements gives high accuracy and does not require any
effort. Precise measurement of large distances, such as dimensions of the product is also possible.

The superposing layer, space measurement
Gold - is the minimum system for inspection of intermediate photomasks. Inspection solution will
reduce the complexity and the human factor.
See also: other examples of Phiplastic application in the microelectronics production.

Optical Measurements
Phiplastic allows performing accurate measurements of visible objects in plane and, under certain
conditions in space. All basic measurement functionality, including the geometrical calibration, is
included to Phiplastic Pictor free application. This allows turning any flatbed scanner or digital
camera to precise optical measurements system, absolutely free.
Here are a few examples of optical measurement systems application:
•
•
•

coordinate measuring machine for microelectronics production;
cartography, processing of satellite and aerial photographs;
scientific and applied research in biology, medicine and other fields (read more).

After adequate calibration, the accuracy of measurements is comparable to a pixel size - 5 microns
for modern flatbed scanners. When working with a digital camera the pixel size is determined by
the used optics and can vary widely.

Measuring of dimensions

Measuring of the pads clearance
When measuring the width of contrast objects with parallel edges, such as printed wires, the
accuracy is measured in fractions of a pixel. This is possible due to averaging of a large number of
elementary measurements that the system automatically performs in the area specified by the user.
Also minimum and maximum are displayed, which is useful, for example, when measuring
clearance (see figure above).
See also: other applications of Phiplastic systems.

Calibration for the Optics
In order to perform accurate image measurements, you need to calibrate the software for a specific
optical system. Phiplastic provides two types of geometric calibration:
•
•

for flatbed scanner;
for digital camera.

Calibration for scanner allows compensating all kinds of systematic errors typical for these highquality devices. Calibration for camera compensates:
•
•

own distortions of the optical system, such as barrel and pincushion;
composition distortions (scale, trapezium, etc.).

Camera calibration capabilities
Scenario is the same for both types of the geometrical calibration:
•
•
•

User scans or shoots the calibration target (the camera should be mounted on a tripod);
System automatically selects calibration parameters so that the target image coincided with
the vectorial standard;
Precise alignment of images in the entire area guarantees the accuracy of further
measurements taken by the Phiplastic system.

Standards for calibration targets are installed with the software. It allows users to print a target with
any available equipment (photo plotter, laser printer, etc. - depending on the requirements for
accuracy). Microelectronics producers can use any high-quality photomask of suitable size for
scanner calibration.
See also: applications of Phiplastic systems.

Other Applications
Phiplastic systems can be applied in any field to automate comparison of images of flat object. A
pair of objects may have significant differences, which are difficult to observe with the naked eye.
Standards can be created from images obtained in a usual way, or imported from external sources in
vectorial form. In addition to comparison Phiplastic enables accurate measurements in images.
Here are some examples:

Comparison of documents

Comparison of drawings and schemes

Comparison of collectibles

Accurate measurements
See also: application of Phiplastic systems.

Comparison of Documents
Phiplastic Pictor is a free program that allows comparing a document and its copy quickly and
easily. Phiplastic Match automates the alignment of the document and the copy, and Phiplastic Gold
generates the list of differences in the documents. Documents are compared as images, so file
format does not matter. To compare documents you are to scan them or print on a virtual printer.
When comparing you can switch between the document and the copy and use special layers to
facilitate the visual matching.
A document
A copy
Visual comparison: clearly visible shift of the text
Difference layer: even small mismatches can be easily seen
Conflicts layer: differences are even more noticeable
Automatically detected differences of documents
Automated documents comparison is especially useful when dealing with legal documents, texts in
an unknown language, as well as specific types of documents such as musical score, drawings etc.
See also: other application areas of Phiplastic systems.

Comparison of Drawings and Schemes
Modern CAD systems are very complex. Defects in software, user carelessness or lack of
knowledge and other instances of human factor can lead to unexpected changes in drawings, that
user does not wish to make. This situation is exacerbated when project involves a team of
participants or shared libraries are used.
•
•
•

Phiplastic allows comparing drawings, and displaying all the differences, including the
smallest, conveniently and automatically.
Electronic versions of drawings and scanned hard copies can be compared in any
combinations.
Comparison can be started automatically making verification even easier.
Original drawing
Modified drawing
Layers switching
In the difference layer the matching is shown in a neutral color
The conflicts layer contains a high-contrast image of differences
Phiplastic Gold builds the list of differences, ensuring that the user

does not miss anything
File formats are not important, as the comparison is done at images level. You only need to export
the drawing, or a fragment as an image, or print it on a virtual printer. With this Phiplastic allows
comparing drawings of all types: engineering, schematic diagrams of electronic devices, as well
as arbitrary documents.
See also: other application areas of Phiplastic systems.

Comparison of Collectibles
Phiplastic allows comparison of coins, stamps, and other objects that are collectibles and
bargaining. Phiplastic, even in the free version, can provide invaluable help in assessment, pricing,
identification and so on.

The fragment of Russian coin: 1 kopeck of 1997

The coin of 2008

The comparison shows significant difference in coinage quality and
absence of the mint logo

In difference layer the matching is neutral-colored

The conflicts layer can be flexibly configured

It is possible to adjust various parameters of color and structural
sensitivity that allows to see only those differences that are interesting to the user
See also: other application areas of Phiplastic systems.

Accurate Measurements
Applications of optical measurements are not only technical. There are a variety of measurement
tasks in natural science that are difficult or impossible to perform in some other way. Phiplastic
Pictor is a free program that automates measurements of flat and, in some cases, three-dimensional
objects. Built-in geometrical calibration ensures the accuracy of the data.

The calibration target is placed directly in the measurement area. In this example, the tank is fenced
off a narrow zone. In combination with a long-focus lens this eliminates perspective distortion and
makes plane measurement sufficient.

Simple statistics are calculated from measurements performed. It is possible to export data for
storage and further analysis.
See also: other application areas of Phiplastic systems.

Products
A complete list of our software products:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phiplastic Inspection - Optical inspection system for PCB
Phiplastic Gold - Black and white images comparison system
Phiplastic Match - Color images comparison system
Phiplastic Color - Module for binarization of color images
Phiplastic Vector - PCB vectoring system
Phiplastic Center - Shared storage for inspection and repair results
Phiplastic Pictor - Free version with limited capabilities

See also: hardware for Phiplastic systems.
System functionality can be flexibly configured to meet specific requirements, so our customers do
not overpay for features they do not need. On the other hand, buying the system for some purposes,
clients are able to use it for other purposes, at no extra cost. Demo version of our software has many
features of the commercial systems, which allows in some cases to obtain the required functionality
for free.
Field

System purpose
Photomasks inspection

Configuration
Inspection

Inexpensive photomask inspection

Gold

Inexpensive PCB inspection
Free PCB inspection
PCB vectoring

Inspection, Gold, Match,
Color
Gold, Match, Color
Pictor
Vector, Gold, Color

Inexpensive PCB vectoring

Gold, Color

Ceramic sheets inspection (LTCC)

Inspection, Gold, Color

Inexpensive ceramic sheets inspection

Gold, Color

Solder paste inspection

Match, Gold, Color

Component placement inspection
Inexpensive component placement
inspection
Free component placement inspection

Match, Gold

PCB inspection

Price

Free

Match
Pictor

Free

Comparison of drawings and schemes

Gold

Comparison of documents

Match, Gold

Comparison of arbitrary images

Pictor

Free

Free optical measurements system

Pictor

Free

Phiplastic can be integrated into other software and hardware systems. This has the following
advantages:
•
•

End users can improve automation near Phiplastic installations.
System integrators can create final products based on Phiplastic and specialized imaging
hardware.

See also: application areas of Phiplastic systems.

Phiplastic Inspection
Phiplastic Inspection - is the automated optical inspection system for PCB quality (AOI). It
allows to compare the topology with the standard and to identify defects in printed boards at
different production stages. Inspection includes the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

standard import from a CAD/CAM-system;
tolerance setup;
automated alignment of sample and standard;
automated detection of topology defects;
automated classification of defects to facilitate boards rejection;
defect reports.

Break of the wire

Wire width defect
Defects of the following types are detected:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

break;
short;
convexity;
puncture;
other topology defects;
width and clearance tolerance violation;
extra or missing metallization.

Flexible tolerance setup allows inspecting boards in accordance with well-known standards:
•
•
•
•

individual tolerances on the increase and decrease of wire width;
absolute tolerances in millimeters;
tolerances based on the standard value, in millimeters or percent;
different tolerances for different standard values (for example, separately for thick and thin

•

wires);
exclusion of arbitrary areas from inspection.

Inspection deals with black and white images. Color is required for color images inspection.
Phiplastic Inspection uses vector CAD data as a standard. To use "golden board" Gold solution is
required.
See also: other Phiplastic products.

Phiplastic Gold
Phiplastic Gold - is a system for comparing black and white images. It is used for visual
inspection of PCB and in other fields. Gold includes the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

creation of standard by a black and white image of the product;
import of standard from a CAD/CAM-system;
automated alignment of sample and standard;
automated detection of differences in sample and standard;
automated classification of differences to facilitate boards rejection;
difference reports;
vectoring of images using polygons.

Short

Wire width defect
Gold is very versatile. It can be used as follows:
•

As an independent PCB inspection system. In contrast to Inspection, the differences in
sample and standard are classified by size, rather than by type of defects. Further analysis
and decision-making rests with the user, which is only suitable for small production
volumes.

•
•
•
•
•

As a part of the PCB inspection system based on the Inspection solution - to create standards
by finished products.
As a part of the components placement inspection system - to minimize the human factor
when analyzing the results.
As a part of the solder paste inspection system - for automated filling of the defects tree with
paste defects, so the user does not miss.
As a part of the vectoring system - for automated polygons vectoring and to compare the
vectoring results with the original image.
As an independent system of comparing black and white images, such as documents, or
drawings.

Gold deals with black and white images. To inspect color objects Color solution is required.
See also: other Phiplastic products.

Phiplastic Match
Phiplastic Match - is the system for comparing color images. It is used for PCB optical quality
inspection and in other fields. Match includes the following features:
•
•
•

creating standard for color image of the product;
automated alignment of sample and standard;
facilitate visual comparison of sample and standard.

Sample

Standard

Difference layer

Conflicts layer
The combination of Match and Gold allows automatically detecting:
•
•

differences in sample and standard (in color);
differences in image and solder paste vector standard (in black and white).

The differences are presented to the user as a list, after which he can approve or reject them
individually. When viewing completed, the system allows saving the comparison results in one of
the following forms:
•
•
•

session - suitable for later viewing in Pictor;
report - suitable for printing;
list of defects - easy to exchange data with external systems, such as statistical process
control system.

Phiplastic Match deals with the color images directly, so the Color solution is not required for it.
However, when inspecting solder paste, Color can be used to improve image quality.
See also: other Phiplastic products.

Phiplastic Color
Color solution allows converting color images of objects such as printed circuit board to black-andwhite. This operation is necessary to:
•
•
•

detect defects with Inspection and Gold;
do vectoring with Vector and Gold;
automate measurements of object size.

The color setting is very simple: user specifies several colors of the metallization and the substrate
directly in the image. All the necessary tools are provided. The training result is saved and used for
processing images of the whole batch.

Original image

Result of binarization
See also: other Phiplastic products.

Phiplastic Vector
To produce a PCB the vectorial drawings are required. If they are lost, Phiplastic Vector allows
restoring them by the set of photomasks, or by the board itself. With vectoring you cannot just
make a copy of a PCB, but also modify its topology. Vector includes the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

creation of wires and holes layers based on their images;
automated wires vectoring with lines and pads;
automated topology vectoring with polygons (in conjunction with Gold);
high degree of automation for typical routine activities;
intuitive and powerful tools, comparable to a CAM-system;
exporting data to Gerber format;
read more.

Commands menu

Tools menu

Automated optimization of pads
The successful application of the system does not require deep knowledge. High-quality

documentation is provided, allowing new user almost immediately get to work.
Our Inspection and Gold products automate comparison of the initial image and the vectoring
results that makes it possible to verify their equivalence.
Vector deals with black and white images. For vectoring of color objects Color solution is required.
See also: other Phiplastic products.

Phiplastic Center
Phiplastic Center is a document management system for inspection reports for PCB and other
articles. Inspection and rework results are linked to a bar-code or other unique identifier. It makes it
possible to track each article during the whole lifecycle.
Phiplastic Center arranges the collaboration of inspectors and repairers in an effective production
line:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any number of users and computers;
Inspection and rework results are stored in a central database;
Inspector can pass a product to rework (additional check);
It's possible to select individual defects and hide all irrelevant information from the
repairman;
Repairman ticks off his work when done;
All user actions are recorded;
Integration with all Phiplastic inspection systems is possible including free Pictor;
Only free components are required on repairman workstations;

Start of repair

Defect to repair
Phiplastic Center stores the results for a long time. It makes it possible:
•
•
•

To find out operations history for a given article (on reclamation);
To inspect the work of a specific user;
To generalize the waste statistics;

See also: other Phiplastic products.

Phiplastic Pictor
Phiplastic Pictor is a free program that allows doing the following:
•
•
•
•

viewing sessions (reports) of Inspection and Gold inspection systems;
geometric calibration for the user scanner or camera;
accurate measurement of objects in images;
comparison of color images (the initial level of automation).

Remote viewing of defects

Image comparison

Measurement of size and distance
Phiplastic Pictor can be used for:
•
•
•
•
•

small-volume component placement inspection;
small-volume solder paste and bare boards inspection (in color);
accurate measurements, using any scanner or camera;
comparing arbitrary color images;
viewing reports of the inspection system, separately from the system itself (for example, at

•

the site of PCB repairing);
making the acquaintance of Phiplastic features (several inspection reports are included).

Download Phiplastic Pictor.
See also: other Phiplastic products.

Hardware for Phiplastic Systems
The basis of all Phiplastic systems is the software. Hardware requirement are minimal. This section
provides guidance on equipment selection.

Flatbed scanner

Digital camera

Specialized devices

Workstation
See also: the Phiplastic software.

Flatbed Scanner
A flatbed scanner is optimal to work with bare boards and other flat objects of A4 or A3 size.
Flatbed scanner advantages:
•
•
•
•

easy to use;
high-quality images;
wide resolution range;
quick switching between the reflected and transmissive light modes.

The disadvantages of the flatbed scanners:
•
•

inability to work with certain types of objects, such as boards with solder paste;
low speed at very high resolution.

Epson Perfection V750 Pro: Рђ4, 6400 dpi

Epson Expression 10000XL: Рђ3, 2400 dpi

See also: Hardware for Phiplastic systems.

Digital Camera
Digital cameras are optimal for working with populated boards and other flat objects with volume
elements, which placement on the scanner bed is problematic. The advantages of digital cameras:
•
•
•
•

high speed imaging;
allows to control such parameters as camera angle and lightening;
availability of equipment;
mobility of the system.

The disadvantages of the digital cameras:
•
•

low resolution;
user have to setup and maintain the working light

The following additional equipment is usually required when working with digital camera and
Phiplastic:
•
•
•

tripod;
illuminants;
computer cable.

Canon PowerShot SX150 IS: compact camera, 14 megapixels

Canon EOS 500D: SLR camera, 15 megapixels
See also: Hardware for Phiplastic systems.

Specialized Devices
Phiplastic software works as a part of specialized machine vision systems. Flexibility of our
software allows to take images from AOI equipment or to integrate as a defects detection module.

Keko KVI-10 - ceramic device AOI system

FA Inspector - desktop PCB AOI system
See also: Hardware for Phiplastic systems.

Workstation
Efficient algorithms for image processing and high-quality implementation of our programs allow
quickly solving complex problems on ordinary office computers. The following are examples of
typical workstation configurations for Phiplastic system.

System based on digital camera System based on flatbed scanner
Processor
2 GHz, 2 cores
3 GHz, 4 cores
Memory
2 GB
8 GB
Hard disk
160 GB
250 GB SSD
USB
2.0
2.0
Monitor
22"
24"
Operating system Windows XP
Windows 7 64-bit
These configurations are approximate. The computer can be both faster and slower than those
described above. For more specific advice please contact developers.
See also: Hardware for Phiplastic systems.

Frequently Asked Questions
How can I see the system work?
•
•
•

Phiplastic Pictor can be used as a demo version of our software.
By request we make on-line presentations, with customer's materials.
Live demonstration is possible in Moscow, in the distributor's office.

What software and hardware do we need?
It is explained in products and hardware sections. The exact answer depends on many factors.
Please contact developers and describe the desired functionality of the system.
What is included?
The software and 12 months of support (advice, updates). We can also deliver the complete system
with equipment.
Are there courses?
Yes, we can train users directly at customer enterprise.
What are the accuracy and performance of the system?
When working with a flatbed scanner use the following table as a guide:
Resolution, dpi
Pixel size, micron
Recommended wire width for
full inspection, mm
Wire width for gaps and shorts
inspection, mm
Scan time (board 200С…150
mm)
Estimated processing time for
Inspection

600 800 1200
42.3 31.75 21.2

1600
15.9

2400
10.6

3200
7.9

4800
5.3

0.35 0.25

0.17

0.12

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.21 0.16

0.11

0.08

0.05

0.04

0.03

22
sec.

35
1 min. 21 2 min. 14 4 min. 19 5 min. 41 16 min. 19
sec. sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
10
1 min. 30
5 sec.
20 sec. 30 sec. 1 min.
4 min.
sec.
sec.
10
20
Estimated user work time
40 sec. 1 min.
2 min.
3 min.
8 min.
sec. sec.
30
40
1 min. 30 2 min. 20 4 min. 30 5 min. 50 16 min. 30
Total processing time *
sec. sec. sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
* It's assumed that user starts scanning of the next board while previous board is analyzed.
For digital cameras processing time is determined by the number of megapixels, and in most cases
does not exceed 15 seconds (Match + Gold). Resolution depends on the optics and frame size
(magnification). As an example, data for 14 megapixels compact digital camera:
Resolution, dpi 440
880
1760
4400
Pixel size, micron 57.7
28.9
14.4
5.8
Frame size, mm 254 x 191 127 x 95.3 63.5 x 47.6 25.4 x 19.1
Please contact us if you need more information.

Downloads
Phiplastic Pictor - a free program with many features of the commercial system.
Brochure - contents of the site in one file, suitable for printing.
Presentations demonstrate our products in detail. The material is divided into the following parts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phiplastic Inspection: PCB automated optical inspection system
Phiplastic Gold: PCB automated optical inspection system
Solder paste inspection with Phiplastic
SMT component placement inspection with Phiplastic
Comparison of drawings with Phiplastic Gold
Phiplastic Vector: PCB vectoring system
Phiplastic Gold: creation of standard to the finished product and vectoring with polygons
PCB binarization with Phiplastic Color
Phiplastic Pictor: free optical measurements system

Contacts
Development team:
Phiplastic Team
www.phiplastic.com
Distributor:
Eurointech, Ltd
www.eurointech.ru
Phone: +7-(495)-749-45-78, +7-(495)-228-72-04
Postal address: Office 016, 26 Yubileinaya str., Lyubertsy, Moscow region, Russia, 140011

